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Get the app







#1 FREE app for crop diagnosis and treatments


Download Plantix
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Plantix helps farmers diagnose and treat crop problems, improve productivity and provide farming knowledge. Achieve your farming goals and improve your agricultural experience with Plantix.
Trusted by largest agricutural community






Boost your crop production




Diagnose your sick crop
Take a photo of your sick crop and get a free diagnosis and treatment suggestions – all in a few seconds!
Get a free diagnosis






Get expert advice
Have a question? No worries. Our community agri-experts will help you. You can also learn about crop cultivation and help fellow farmers with your experience.
Join Plantix community






Looking to maximise your crop yields?
Our library has got you covered! With information on your specific crop diseases and prevention methods, you can ensure a successful harvest.
Download Plantix


Find plant diseases








Plantix in numbers
As the most downloaded ag-tech app worldwide, Plantix answered more than 100 million crop-related questions from farmers.




Check out what our users are saying




The app is efficient and user-friendly, making it a breeze to identify crop diseases and find both chemical and biological treatments.

José Souza

Farmer | Brazil



As an agronomist, I highly recommend this app. It's been effective in identifying and providing solutions to combat plant diseases.

Alejandro Escarra

Agronomist | Spain



This app provided excellent analysis and solutions for my plant diseases. I highly recommend it to anyone looking to improve their crop health!

Wati Singarimbun

Farmer | Indonesia
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